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Big Data Opportunities and Challenges:
Discussions from Data Analytics Perspectives
Zhi-Hua Zhou, Nitesh V. Chawla, Yaochu Jin, and Graham J. Williams
Abstract—“Big Data” as a term has been among the biggest trends of the last three years, leading to an
upsurge of research, as well as industry and government applications. Data is deemed a powerful raw material
that can impact multidisciplinary research endeavors as well as government and business performance. The
goal of this discussion paper is to share the data analytics opinions and perspectives of the authors relating
to the new opportunities and challenges brought forth by the big data movement. The authors bring together
diverse perspectives, coming from different geographical locations with different core research expertise and
different affiliations and work experiences. The aim of this paper is to evoke discussion rather than to provide a
comprehensive survey of big data research.
Index Terms—Big data, data analytics, machine learning, data mining, global optimization, application
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I NTRODUCTION

B

IG data is one of the “hottest” phrases being used today. Everyone is talking about
big data, and it is believed that science, business, industry, government, society, etc. will
undergo a thorough change with the influence
of big data. Technically speaking, the process
of handling big data encompasses collection,
storage, transportation and exploitation. It is
no doubt that the collection, storage and transportation stages are necessary precursors for
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the ultimate goal of exploitation through data
analytics, which is the core of big data processing.
Turning to a data analytics perspective, we
note that “big data” has come to be defined
by the four V’s — Volume, Velocity, Veracity,
and Variety. It is assumed that either all or any
one of them needs to be met for the classification of a problem as a Big Data problem.
Volume indicates the size of the data, which
might be too big to be handled by the current
state of algorithms and/or systems. Velocity
implies data are streaming at rates faster than
that can be handled by traditional algorithms
and systems. Sensors are rapidly reading and
communicating streams of data. We are approaching the world of quantified self, which is
presenting data that was not available hitherto.
Veracity suggests that despite the data being
available, the quality of data is still a major
concern. That is, we cannot assume that with
big data comes higher quality. In fact, with
size comes quality issues, which needs to be
either tackled at the data pre-processing stage
or by the learning algorithm. Variety is the
most compelling of all V’s as it is presenting
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data of different types and modalities for a
given object in consideration.
Each of the V’s is certainly not new. Machine
learning and data mining researchers have
been tackling these issues for decades. However, the emergence of Internet-based companies has challenged many of the traditional
process-oriented companies—they now need
to become knowledge-based companies driven
by data rather than by process.
The goal of this article is to share the authors’
opinions about big data from their data analytics perspectives. The four authors bring quite
different perspectives with different research
experiences and expertise, spanning computational intelligence, machine learning, data
mining and science, and interdisciplinary research. Authors represent academia and industry across four different continents. This diversity brings together an interesting perspective
and coverage on exploring data analytics in the
context of today’s big data.
It is worth emphasizing that this article
does not intend to provide a comprehensive
review about the state-of-the-art of big data
research, nor to provide a future big data
research agenda. The aim is to expose the
authors’ personal opinions and present their
perspectives of the future based on their views.
As such there will be necessarily limited evidential argument or literary support, given the
rapidly changing landscape and significant lag
of academic research reporting. Indeed, many
important issues and relevant techniques are
not specifically covered in this article, and are
best left to survey papers.
While all authors have contributed to the
overall paper, each author has focused on their
particular specialities in the following discussions. Zhou covers machine learning, while
Chawla brings a data mining and data science
perspective. Jin provides a view from computational intelligence and meta-heuristic global
optimization, and Williams draws upon a machine learning and data mining background
applied as a practicing data scientist and con-
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sultant to industry internationally.

2 M ACHINE
DATA

L EARNING

WITH

B IG

Machine learning is among the core techniques
for data analytics. In this section we will first
clarify three common but unfortunately misleading arguments about learning systems in
the big data era. Then we will discuss some
issues that demand attention.
2.1 Three Misconceptions
2.1.1 “Models are not important any more”
Many people today talk about the replacement
of sophisticated models by big data, where we
have massive amounts of data available. The
argument goes that in the “small data era”
models were important but in the “big data
era” this might not be the case.
Such arguments are claimed to be based on
empirical observations of the type illustrated in
Fig. 1. With small data (e.g., data size of 10), the
best model is about 𝑥% better than the worst
model in the figure, whereas the performance
improvement brought by big data (e.g., data
size of 104 ) is 𝑦% ≫ 𝑥%. Such observations
can be traced over many years, as in [7], and
predate the use of “big data.” It is interesting
to see that in the “big data era”, many people
take such a figure (or similar figures) to claim
that having big data is enough to get better
performance. Such a superficial observation,
however, neglects the fact that even with big
data (e.g., data size of 104 in the figure), there
are still significant differences between the different models—models are still important.
Also, we often hear such arguments: As the
figure shows, the simplest model with small
data achieves the best performance with big
data, and thus, one does not need to have a
sophisticated model because the simple model
is enough. Unfortunately, this argument is also
incorrect.
First, there is no reason to conclude that the
worst-performing model on the small data is
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Fig. 1. Illustration: Model performance vs. Data
size.

really the “simplest”, and vice versa. Second,
even if we assumed that the worst-performing
model on the small data is really the simplest
one, there is no support for the generalization
of the argument that the simplest model will
definitely achieve the best performance with
big data in tasks other than the current empirical study.
If we take a look into [7] we can find that
Algo 1 in Fig. 1 corresponds to a memorybased method, Algo 2 corresponds to Perceptron or Naı̈ve Bayes, and Algo 3 corresponds
to Winnow. It is hard to conclude that Winnow
is simpler than the memory-based method; at
least, the “simpler will be better” argument
cannot explain why the performance of a Perceptron is better than that of the memory-based
method on big data. A more reasonable explanation as to why the memory-based method is
better on small data than Winnow but worse
on big data may owe to its requirement of loading the data into memory. This is a memory
issue and not whether a model is sophisticated
or not.
The recent interest in deep learning [10],
[26] provides strong evidence that on big data,
sophisticated models are able to achieve much
better performance than simple models. We
want to emphasize that the deep learning tech-
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niques are not really new, and many ideas
can be found from the 1990’s [25], [32]. However, there were two serious problems that encumbered development at that time. First, the
computational facilities available at that time
could hardly handle models with thousands
of parameters to tune. Current deep learning
models involve millions or even billions of
parameters. Second, the data scale at that time
was relatively small, and thus models with
high complexity were very likely to overfit. We
can see that with the rapid increase of computational power, training sophisticated models
becomes more and more feasible, whereas the
big data size greatly reduces the overfitting risk
of sophisticated models. From this sense, one
can even conclude that in the big data era, sophisticated models become more favored since
simple models are usually incapable of fully
exploiting the data.
2.1.2 “Correlation is enough”
Some popular books on big data, including
[37], claim that it is enough to discover “correlation” from big data. The importance of
“causality” will be over taken by “correlation”,
with some advocating that we are entering an
“era of correlation”.
Trying to discover causality represents a
great intention of searching for an in-depth
understanding of the data. This is usually challenging in many real domains [44]. However,
we have to emphasize that correlation is far
from sufficient, and the role of causality can
never be replaced by correlation. The reason
lies in the fact that one invests in data analytics
because one wants to get information helpful
for making wiser decisions and/or taking suitable actions, whereas the abuse of correlation
will be misleading or even disastrous.
We can easily find many examples, even
in classic statistical textbooks, illustrating that
correlation cannot replace the role of causality.
For example, empirical data analysis on public
security cases in a number of cities disclosed
that the number of hospitals and the number
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of car thefts are highly positively correlated.
Indeed, car thefts increase almost linearly with
the construction of new hospitals. With such
a correlation identified, how would the mayor
react to reduce car thefts? An “obvious” solution is to cease the construction of new hospitals. Unfortunately, this is an abuse of the correlation information. It will only decrease the
opportunity of patients getting timely medical
attention, whereas it is extremely unlikely to
have anything to do with the incidence of car
thefts. Instead, the increase of both the incidence of car thefts and the number of hospitals
is actually affected by a latent variable, i.e.,
the residential population. If one believes that
correlation is sufficient and never goes deeper
into analysis of the data, one might serve as
a mayor who plans to reduce car thefts by
restricting the construction of hospitals.
Sometimes computational challenges may
encumber the discovery of causality, and in
such cases, discovering valid correlation, will
be able to provide some helpful information.
However, exaggerating the importance of “correlation” and taking the replacement of causality by correlation as a feature of the “big data
era” can be detrimental, and lead to unnecessary, negative consequences.

big data in the future (e.g., in ten years). For
example, in a famous article [31], the author
expressed that “For learning tasks with 10,000
training examples and more it becomes impossible
...”. The title of the paper “Making Large-Scale
SVM Training Practical” implies that the goal
of the article was “large-scale”—the experimental datasets in the paper mostly contained
thousands of samples, and the biggest one
contained 49,749 samples. This was deemed as
“amazingly big data” at that time. Nowadays,
few people will regard fifty thousand samples
as big data.
Secondly, many past research methodologies
still hold much value. We might consider [60],
the proceedings of a KDD 1999 workshop.
On the second page it is emphasized that
“implementation ... in high-performance parallel
and distributed computing ... is becoming crucial for ensuring system scalability and interactivity as data continues to grow inexorably in
size and complexity”. Indeed, most of the “current” facilitation for handling big data, such
as high-performance computing, parallel and
distributed computing, high efficiency storage,
etc., has been used in data analytics for many
years and will remain popular into the future.

2.1.3 “Previous methodologies do not work
any more”

2.2 Opportunities and Challenges

Another popular argument claims that previous research methodologies were designed for
small data and they cannot work well on big
data. This argument is often held by people
who are highly enthusiastic for newly proposed techniques, thus they seek “totally new”
paradigms.
We appreciate the search for new paradigms
as this is one of the driving forces for innovative research. However, we highlight the
importance of “past” methodologies.
Firstly, we should emphasize that researchers have always been trying to work
with “big” data, such that what is regarded
as big data today might not be regarded as

It is difficult to identify “totally new” issues
brought about by big data. Nonetheless, there
are always important aspects to which one
hopes to see greater attention and efforts channeled.
First, although we have always been trying
to handle (increasingly) big data, we have usually assumed that the core computation can
be held in memory seamlessly. Whereas the
current data size reaches to such a scale that
the data becomes hard to store and even hard
for multiple scans. However, many important
learning objectives or performance measures
are non-linear, non-smooth, non-convex and
non-decomposable over samples. For example, AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) [24],
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and their optimizations, inherently require repeated scans of the entire dataset. Is it learnable
by scanning the data only once, and if it needs
to store something, the storage requirement is
small and independent to data size? We call
this “one-pass learning” and it is important
because in many big data applications, the data
is not only big but also accumulated over time,
hence it is impossible to know the eventual
size of the dataset. Fortunately, there are some
recent efforts towards this direction, including
[22]. On the other hand, although we have big
data, are all the data crucial? The answer is
very likely that they are not. Then, the question
becomes can we identify valuable data subsets
from the original big dataset?
Second, a benefit of big data to machine
learning lies in the fact that with more and
more samples available for learning, the risk of
overfitting becomes smaller. We all understand
that controlling overfitting is one of the central
concerns in the design of machine learning
algorithms as well as in the application of
machine learning techniques in practice. The
concern with overfitting led to a natural favor for simple models with less parameters
to tune. However, the parameter tuning constraints may change with big data. We can now
try to train a model with billions of parameters, because we have sufficiently big data,
facilitated by powerful computational facilities
that enable the training of such models. The
great success of deep learning [10] during the
past few years serves as a good showcase.
However, most deep learning work strongly
relies on engineering tricks that are difficult
to be repeated and studied by others, apart
from the authors themselves. It is important
to study the mysteries behind deep learning;
for example, why and when some ingredients
of current deep learning techniques, e.g., pretraining and dropout, are helpful and how they
can be more helpful? There have been some
recent efforts in this direction [6], [23], [52].
Moreover, we might ask if it is possible to
develop a parameter tuning guide to replace
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the current almost-exhaustive search?
Third, we need to note that big data usually
contains too many “interests”, and from such
data we may be able to get “anything we
want”; in other words, we can find supporting
evidence for any argument we are in favor of.
Thus, how do we judge/evaluate the “findings”? One important solution is to turn to statistical hypothesis testing. The use of statistical
tests can help at least in two aspects: First, we
need to verify that what we have done is really
what we wanted to do. Second, we need to
verify that what we have attained is not caused
by small perturbations that exist in the data,
particularly due to the non-thorough exploitation of the whole data. Although statistical
tests have been studied for centuries and have
been used in machine learning for decades, the
design and deployment of adequate statistical tests is non-trivial, and in fact there have
been misuses of statistical tests [17]. Moreover,
statistical tests suitable for big data analysis,
not only for the computational efficiency but
also for the concern of using only part of the
data, remain an interesting but under-explored
area of research. Another way to check the
validity of the analysis results is to derive
interpretable models. Although many machine
learning models are black-boxes, there have
been studies on improving the comprehensibility of models such as rule extraction [62].
Visualization is another important approach,
although it is often difficult with dimensions
higher than three.
Moreover, big data usually exists in a distributed manner; that is, different parts of the
data may be held by different owners, and no
one holds the entire data. It is often the case
that some sources are crucial for some analytics
goal, whereas some other sources pose less
importance. Given the fact that different data
owners might warrant the analyzer with different access rights, can we leverage the sources
without access to the whole data? What information must we have for this purpose? Even
if the owners agree to provide some data,
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it might be too challenging to transport the
data due to its enormous size. Thus, can we
exploit the data without transporting them?
Moreover, data at different places may have
different label quality, and may have significant label noise, perhaps due to crowdsourcing. Can we do learning with low quality
and/or even contradictory label information?
Furthermore, usually we assume that the data
is identically and independently distributed;
however, the fundamental i.i.d. assumption can
hardly hold across different data sources. Can
we learn effectively and efficiently beyond the
i.i.d. assumption? There are a few preliminary
studies on these important issues for big data,
including [34], [38], [61].
In addition, given the same data, different
users might have different demands. For example, for product recommendation, some users
might demand that highly recommended items
are good, and some users might demand that
all the recommended items are good, while
other users might demand all the good items
have been returned. The computational, and
storage loads of big data may be inhibitors
to the construction of a model for each of
the various demands separately. Can we build
one model (a “general model” which can be
adapted to other demands with cheap minor
modifications) to satisfy the various demands?
Some efforts have been reported recently in
[35].
Another long-standing but unresolved issue
is, in the “big data era”, can we really avoid the
violation of privacy concerns [2]? This is actually a long-standing problem that still remains
open.

3 DATA M INING /S CIENCE
DATA

WITH

B IG

Aspects of big data have been studied and
considered by a number of data mining researchers over the past decade and beyond.
Mining massive data by scalable algorithms
leveraging parallel and distributed architectures has been a focus topic of numerous
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workshops and conferences, including [1], [14],
[43], [50], [60]. However, the embrace of the
Volume aspect of data is coming to a realization now, largely through the rapid availability of datasets that exceed terabytes and now
petabytes—whether through scientific simulations and experiments, business transactional
data or digital footprints of individuals. Astronomy, for example, is a fantastic application
of big data driven by the advances in the
astronomical instruments. Each pixel captured
by the new instruments can have a few thousand attributes and translate quickly to a petascale problem. This rapid growth in data is
creating a new field called Astro-informatics,
which is forging partnerships between computer scientists, statisticians and astronomers.
The emergence of big data from various domains, whether in business or science or humanities or engineering, is presenting novel
challenges in scale and provenance of data,
requiring a new rigor and interest among the
data mining community to translate their algorithms and frameworks for data-driven discoveries.
A similar caveat also plays with the concept
of Veracity of data. The issue of data quality
or veracity has been considered by a number
of researchers [39], including data complexity
[9], missing values [19], noise [58], imbalance
[13], and dataset shift [39]. The latter, dataset
shift, is most profound in the case of big data as
the unseen data may present a distribution that
is not seen in the training data. This problem
is tied with the problem of Velocity, which
presents the challenge of developing streaming
algorithms that are able to cope with shocks
in the distributions of the data. Again, this
is an established area of research in the data
mining community in the form of learning
from streaming data [3], [48]. The key opportunity here is to take the academic literature
for a test-drive in real industry settings where
issues of scale and delivery often supersede
the desire for accuracy. Depending on the application domain, a simpler model might be
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preferred, even if slightly less accurate. However, as demonstrated by the success of deep
learning, computational advances are opening
new doors to new opportunities.
The issue with Variety is, undoubtedly,
unique and interesting. A rapid influx of unstructured and multimodal data, such as social
media, images, audio, video, in addition to the
structured data, is providing novel opportunities for data mining researchers. We are seeing
such data rapidly being collected into organizational data hubs, where the unstructured
and structured cohabit and provide the source
for all data mining. A fundamental question
is related to integrating these varied streams
or inputs of data into a singular feature vector
presentation for the traditional learning algorithms.
An example of big data that has the elements
of the four V’s is the social media and network
data. The last decade has witnessed the boom
of social media/network websites, such as
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Together they
facilitate an increasingly wide range of human
interactions that also provide the modicums of
big data. The ubiquity of social networks manifests as complex relationships among individuals. It is generally believed that the research
in this field will enhance our understandings
of the topology of social networks and the
patterns of human interactions [8], [18], [33],
[36], [41], [54]. However, such data present
numerous challenges from provenance (individual created data), veracity of data as the
data is effectively crowd-sourced, volume as
millions of individual are contributing content
or making connections, and variety as the data
not only comprises of the social network structure but also content such as text and images.
Our call to the community is to reconvene
some of the traditional methods and identify
their performance benchmarks on “big data”,
and identify novel directions for groundbreaking research built on the foundations we have
already developed.
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3.1 From Data to Knowledge to Discovery
to Action
Recent times have greatly increased our ability
to gather massive amounts of data, presenting
us with an opportunity to induce transformative changes in the way we analyze and understand data. These data exhibit a number of
traits that have the potential to not only complement hypothesis-driven research but also
to enable the discovery of new hypotheses or
phenomena from the rich data, which could
include spatial data, temporal data, observational data, diverse data sources, text data,
unstructured data, etc.
Data of such extent and longitudinal character brings novel challenges for data-driven
science for charting the path from data to
knowledge to insight. This process of dataguided knowledge discovery will entail an integrated plan of descriptive analysis and predictive modeling for useful insights or hypotheses. These hypotheses are not just correlational
but help explain an underlying phenomenon
or help validate an observed phenomenon.
These discovered hypotheses or predictive
analytics can help inform decisions, which include certain actions that can be appropriately
weighed by the cost and impact of the action.
The set of alternating hypotheses leads to scenarios that can be weighted situationally. Brynjolfsson et al. [11] studied 179 large companies
and found that the companies that embraced
data-driven decision making experienced a 5
to 6 percent higher level of productivity. The
key difference was that these companies relied
on data and analytics rather than solely on
experience and intuition.
Healthcare is another area witnessing a significant application of big data. United Healthcare, for example, is expending effort on
mining customer attitudes as gleaned from
recorded voice files. The company is leveraging
natural language processing along with text
data to identify the customer sentiment and
satisfaction. It is a clear example of taking disparate big data, developing analytical models,
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and discovering quantifiable and actionable
insights.
Big data presents unparalleled opportunities:
to accelerate scientific discovery and innovation; to improve health and well-being; to create novel fields of study that hitherto might
not have been possible; to enhance decision
making by provisioning the power of data
analytics; to understand dynamics of human
behavior; and to affect commerce in a globally
integrated economy.
3.2

Opportunities and Challenges

Big data is clearly presenting us with exciting
opportunities and challenges in data mining
research.
First, data-driven science and discovery
should try to discover action-oriented insights
that lead to charting new discoveries or impacts. Without understanding the nuances of
one’s data and the domain, one can fall into
the chasm of simple and misleading correlation, sometimes leading to false discovery
and insight. It is critical to fully understand
and appreciate the domain that one is working in, and all observations and insights to
be appropriately structured in that domain.
It requires immersion of an individual in a
domain to conduct feature engineering, data
exploration, machine learning, and to inform
system design and database design, and to
conduct what-if analysis. This is not to say
that a data scientist will be an expert in every aspect. Rather a data scientist may be an
innovator in machine learning but well-versed
in system design or databases or visualization
or quick prototyping. But the data scientist
cannot be divorced from the domain less they
risk the peril of failing. To lead data-driven
discoveries in an application domain requires
deep curiosity, capability to ask big questions,
and bring in diverse data sources, in addition
to the technological and data science chops.
Second, algorithms are important, but before
we jump on a journey of novel algorithms to
tackle the four V’s of big data, it is important
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for the community to consider the advances
done hitherto, conduct a thorough empirical
survey of them and then identify the potential bottlenecks, challenges and pitfalls of the
existing state-of-the-art. Moreover, it might be
a bigger gain to consider an additional data
source while considering a simpler algorithm
in the interest of answering questions about
a domain. It is about completing the picture,
after all.
Third, any advances in scalable algorithms
should be tied to the advances in architecture,
systems, and new database constructs. We are
witnessing a shift towards technologies such
as NoSQL and Hadoop, given the schema-free
environment of the new data types and the
prevalence of unstructured data. It is an opportunity for the algorithmic researchers to collaborate with systems/database researchers to
integrate the machine learning or data mining
algorithms as part of the pipeline to naturally
exploit the lower constructs of data storage and
computational fabric.
Fourth, a fundamental paradigm that is
present in front of us is data-driven discovery.
The data scientist must be the curious outsider
who can ask questions of data, poke at the
limitations placed on the available data and
identify additional data that may enhance the
performance of the algorithms at a given task.
The hypothesis here is that there may be data
external to the data captured by a given company, which may provide significant value. For
example, consider the problem of predicting
readmission for a patient on discharge. This
problem of reducing readmission may find
significant value by considering lifestyle data,
which is outside of the patient’s Electronic
Medical Record (EMR).
We see these as some of the key opportunities and challenges that are specifically presented within the data mining with big data
research context.
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4 G LOBAL O PTIMIZATION
DATA

WITH

B IG

Another key area where big data offers opportunity and challenges is global optimization.
Here we aim to optimize decision variables
over specific objectives. Meta-heuristic global
search methods such as evolutionary algorithms have been successfully applied to optimize a wide range of complex, large-scale systems, ranging from engineering design to reconstruction of biological networks. Typically,
optimization of such complex systems needs
to handle a variety of challenges as identified
here [12].
4.1 Global Optimization of Complex Systems
Complex systems often have a large number of
decision variables and involve a large number
of objectives, where the correlation between the
decision variables may be highly nonlinear and
the objectives are often conflicting. Optimization problems with a large number of decision
variables, known as large-scale optimization
problems, are very challenging. For example,
the performance of most global search algorithms will seriously degrade as the number
of decision variables increases, especially when
there is a complex correlational relationship
between the decision variables. Divide-andconquer is a widely adopted strategy to deal
with large-scale optimization where the key
issue is to detect the correlational relationships
between the decision variables so that correlated relationships are grouped into the same
sub-population and independent relationships
grouped into different sub-populations.
Over the past two decades, meta-heuristics
have been shown to be efficient in solving
multi-objective optimization problems, where
the objectives are often conflicting with each
other. The main reason is that for a populationbased search method, different individuals can
capture different trade-off relationships between the conflicting objectives, e.g., in complex structural design optimization [12]. As a
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result, it is possible to achieve a representative
subset of the whole Pareto-optimal solution by
performing one single run, in particular for bior tri-objective optimization problems. Multiobjective optimization meta-heuristics developed thus far can largely be divided into
three categories, namely weighted aggregation
based methods [28], Pareto-dominance based
approaches [16] and performance indicatorbased algorithms [5].
Unfortunately, none of these methods can
work efficiently when the number of objectives becomes much higher than three. This
is mainly because the number of total Paretooptimal solutions becomes large and achieving a representative subset of them is no
longer tractable. For the weighted aggregation
approaches, it can become difficult to create
a limited number of weight combinations to
represent the Pareto-optimal solutions of a
very high-dimension. For the Pareto-based approaches, most solutions in a population of a
limited size are non-comparable. Thus, only
few individuals dominate others and selection pressure for better solutions is lost. An
additional difficulty is the increasingly large
computational cost for performing the dominance relations when the number of objectives increases. Performance indicator-based
approaches also suffer from high computational complexity, e.g., in calculating the hypervolume.
The second main challenge associated with
optimization of complex systems is the computationally expensive processes of evaluating
the quality of solutions. For most complex optimization problems, either time-consuming numerical simulations or expensive experiments
need to be conducted for fitness evaluations.
The prohibitively high computational or experimental costs make it intractable to apply
global population-based search algorithms to
such complex optimization problems. One approach that has been shown to be promising
is the use of computationally efficient models,
known as surrogates, to replace part of the
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expensive fitness evaluations [29]. However,
constructing surrogates can become extremely
challenging for large-scale problems with very
limited data samples that are expensive to
collect.
Complex optimization problems are often
subject to large amounts of uncertainties, such
as varying environmental conditions, system
degeneration, or changing customer demand
[29]. Two basic ideas can be adopted to address
the uncertainties in optimization. One is to
find solutions that are relatively insensitive to
small changes in decision variables or fitness
functions, known as robust optimal solutions
[29]. However, if the changes are large and
continuous, meta-heuristics for tracking the
moving optima will often be developed, which
is known as dynamic optimization [42]. Different from the robustness approach to handling uncertainties, dynamic optimization aims
to track the optimum whenever it changes.
Theoretically this sounds perfect, but practically it is not desired for two reasons. First,
tracking a moving optimum is computationally
intensive, particularly if the fitness evaluations
are expensive. Second, a change in the design
or solution may be expensive and frequent
changes are not allowed in many cases. To take
these two factors into account, a new approach
to cope with uncertainties, termed robustness
over time, has been suggested [30]. The main
idea is to reach a realistic trade-off between
finding a robust optimal solution and tracking
the moving optimum. That is, a design or
solution will be changed only if the solution
currently in use is no longer acceptable, and a
new optimal solution that changes slowly over
time, which is not necessarily the best solution
in that time instant, will be sought.
4.2

Big Data in Optimization

Meta-heuristic global optimization of complex
systems cannot be accomplished without data
generated in numerical simulations and physical experiments. For example, design optimization of a racing car is extremely challenging
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since it involves many subsystems such as
front wing, rear wing, chassis and tires. A huge
number of decision variables are involved,
which may seriously degrade the search performance of meta-heuristics. To alleviate this
difficulty, data generated by aerodynamic engineers in their daily work will be very helpful to
determine which subsystem, or even as a step
further which part of the subsystem, is critical
for enhancing the aerodynamic and drivability
of a car. Analysis and mining of such data
is, however, a challenging task, because the
amount of data is huge, and the data might
be stored in different forms and polluted with
noise. In other words, these data are fully
characterized by the four V’s of big data. In
addition, as fitness evaluations of racing car
designs are highly time-consuming, surrogates
are indispensable in optimization of racing vehicles.
Another example is the computational reconstruction of biological gene regulatory networks. Reconstruction of gene regulatory networks can be seen as a complex optimization
problem, where a large number of parameters and connectivity of the network need
to be determined. While meta-heuristic optimization algorithms have been shown to be
very promising, the gene expression data for
reconstruction is substantially big data in nature [51]. Data available from gene expression
is increasing at an exponential rate [59]. The
volume of data is ever increasing with developments in next generation sequence techniques
such as high-throughput experiments. In addition, data from experimental biology, such as
microarray data, is noisy, and gene expression
experiments rarely have the same growth conditions and thus produce heterogeneous data
sets. Data variety is also significantly increased
through the use of deletion data, where a gene
is deleted in order to determine its regulatory
targets. Perturbation experiments are useful
in reconstruction of gene regulatory networks,
which, however, are another source of variety
in biological data. Data collected from different
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the challenges in complex engineering optimization and the nature
of big data.

labs for the same genes in the same biological
network are often different.
It also becomes very important to develop
optimization algorithms that are able to gain
problem-specific knowledge during optimization. Acquisition of problem-specific knowledge can help capture the problem structure
to perform more efficient search. For largescale problems that have a large number of
objectives, such knowledge can be used to
guide the search through the most promising
search space, and to specify preferences over
the objectives so that the search will focus on
the most important trade-offs. Unfortunately,
sometimes only limited a-priori knowledge is
available for the problem to be solved. It is
therefore also interesting to discover knowledge from similar optimization problems or
objectives that have been previously solved
[20]. In this case, proper re-use of the knowledge can be very challenging. The relationship
between the challenges in complex systems
optimization and the nature of big data is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
4.3 Opportunities and Challenges
As discussed above, big data is widely seen
as essential for the success of the design optimization of complex systems. Much effort has

been dedicated to the use of data to enhance
the performance of meta-heuristic optimization
algorithms for solving large-scale problems in
the presence of large amounts of uncertainties.
It is believed that the boom in big data research
can create new opportunities as well as impose
new challenges to data driven optimization.
Answering the following questions can be central to converting the challenges posed by big
data into opportunities.
First, how can we seamlessly integrate modern learning and optimization techniques?
Many advanced learning techniques, such
as semi-supervised learning [63], incremental
learning [15], active learning [47] and deep
learning [10] have been developed over the
past decade. However, these techniques have
rarely been taken advantage of within optimization with few exceptions, and they are
critical in acquiring domain knowledge from
a large amount of heterogeneous and noisy
data. For optimization using meta-heuristics,
such knowledge is decisive in setting up a
flexible and compact problem representation,
designing efficient search operators, constructing high-quality surrogates, and refining user
preferences in multi-objective optimization.
Second, how can we formulate the optimization problem so that new techniques devel-
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oped in big data research can be more efficiently leveraged? Traditional formulation of
optimization problems consists of defining objective functions, decision variables and constraints. This works perfectly for small, well
defined problems. Unfortunately, the formulation of complex problems is itself an iterative
learning process. The new approaches to data
analysis in big data can be of interest in simplifying the formation of complex optimization
problems. For example, for surrogates to be
used for rank prediction in population-based
optimization, exact fitness prediction is less important than figuring out the relative order of
the candidate designs. Might it be also possible
to find meta-decision variables that might be
more effective in guiding the search process
than using the original decision variables?
Third, how do we visualize the highdimensional decision space as well as the highdimensional solution space to understand the
achieved solutions and make a choice [27],
[53]? How can techniques developed in big
data analytics be used in optimization?
Overcoming these challenges in a big data
framework will deliver significant advances to
global optimization over the coming years.

5 I NDUSTRY, G OVERNMENT
S OCIETY WITH B IG DATA

AND

We have presented above some of the technical
challenges for research around the disciplines
impacted and challenged by big data. In the
end, we must also focus on the delivery of
benefit and outcomes within industry, business
and government. Over the decades, many of
the technologies we have covered above, in
machine learning, data mining, and global optimization, have found their way into a variety
of large-scale applications. We now ask what
are the impacts we see today in industry and
government of big data, how is this affecting
and changing society, and how might these
changes affect our research across all these
disciplines?
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In this section we present a perspective on
data analytics from experiences in industry and
government. The discussion is purposefully
presented as a point of view of future practice
rather than presenting a scientifically rigorous
argument. We identify areas where a focus
from research might deliver impact to industry,
government and society.
5.1 Decentralizing Big Data
It is useful to reflect that over the past two
decades we have witnessed an era where society has seen the mass collection of personal
data by commercial interests and government.
As users, we have been enticed by significant
benefits to hand our data over to these organizations, and these organizations now house
the big data that we have come to understand
as the concept or the marketing term of the
moment.
Google, Apple and Facebook, together with
many other Internet companies that exist today, provide services ranging from the discovery of old friends to the ability to share our
thoughts, personal details and daily activities
publicly. With much of our email, our diaries
and calendars, our photos and thoughts and
personal activities, now hosted by Google, for
example, there is tremendous opportunity to
identify and deal with a whole-of-client view
on a massive scale. Combine that with our
web logs, updates on our location and storage
of our documents on Google Drive, and we
start to understand the massive scope of the
data collected about each of us, individually.
These data can be used to better target the
services advertised to us, using an impressive
variety of algorithmic technologies to deliver
new insights and knowledge.
Together, these crowdsourced data stores entice us to deliver our personal data to the
data collectors in return for the sophisticated
services they offer. The enticement is, of course,
amazingly attractive, evidenced by the sheer
number of users in each of the growing Internet ecosystems.
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The customers that drive this data collection
by these Internet companies are not the users
of the services but are, for example, commercial
advertisers and government services. The data
is also made available to other organizations,
purposefully and/or inappropriately.
As data have been gradually collected
through centralized cloud services over time,
there is increasing need for broad discussion
and understanding of the privacy, security, and
societal issues that such collections of personal
big data present. We have, as a society, reduced
our focus on these issues and have come to
understand that the centralized store of data
is the only way in which we can deliver these
desirable services.
This concept of a centralized collection of
personal and private data should be challenged. The centralized model primarily serves
the interests of the organizations collecting
the data—more so than the individuals. We
are seeing a growing interest and opportunity
to instead turn this centralized mode of data
collection on its head, and to serve the interests of the individuals first, and those of
the organizations second. The emergence of,
for example, OwnClowd1 and SpiderOak,2 as
personally hosted or encrypted replacements
to Google Drive and DropBox, demonstrate
this trend.
The slowly growing rediscovery of the importance of privacy is leading to a shakeup of
how we store data. We will see this leading
to some governments introducing new governance regimes for the Internet companies over
time, and the companies themselves beginning
to improve upon and market the importance of
their protection of our data. We will also begin
to see a migration of data not being stored centrally but being stored with the person about
whom the data relates—the appropriate data
owner. This extreme data distribution presents
one of the greatest challenges to data scientists
in the near future of big data.
1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Owncloud
2. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spideroak
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We present below three big data challenges
that relate to this emerging paradigm of extreme data distribution. The two initial challenges are the scale and the timeliness of our
model building. The main focus though is the
challenge to society over the coming years
where data are migrated from centralized to
such extremely distributed data stores. This is
one of the more significant challenges that will
be presented in the big data future, and one
that has major impact on how we think about
machine learning, data mining and global optimization.
5.2 Scaled Down Targeted Sub-Models
There has been considerable focus on the need
to scale up our traditional machine learning
algorithms to build models over the whole of
the population available—and to build them
quickly. Indeed, since the dawn of data mining
[45] a key focus has been to scale algorithms.
This is what we used to identify as the distinguishing characteristic between data mining
(or knowledge discovery from databases) and
the home disciplines of most of the algorithms
we used: machine learning and statistics [56].
Our goal was to make use of all the data available, to avoid the need for sampling, and to
ensure we capture knowledge from the whole
population.
This goal remains with us today, as we continue to be obsessed with and able to collect
data—masses of data—and thereby introduce
new businesses and refine old ones. But of
course we have for the past decades talked
about big, large, huge, enormous, massive, humongous, data. The current fad is to refer to it
as big data or massive data [40]. Irrespective, it
is simply a lot of data.
In business and in government our datasets
today consist of anything from 100 observations of 20,000 variables, to 20 million observations of 1,000 variables, to 1 billion
observations of 10,000 variables. Such large
datasets challenge any algorithm. While our
research focus is generally on the algorithms,
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the challenges presented to the data collection,
storage, management, manipulation, cleansing,
and transformation are often generally much
bigger (i.e., more time consuming) than presented by the actual model building.
Challenged with a massive dataset, what is
the task, in practice, of the data scientist? In
a future world, the learning algorithms will
trawl through the massive datasets for us—
they will slice and dice the data, and will
identify anomalies, patterns, and behaviors.
But how will this be delivered?
A productive approach will be to build on
the successful early concept of ensemble model
building [55], but taken to a new massive
scale. In practice, we are seeing the development of approaches that massively partition
our datasets into many overlapping subsets,
representing many different subspaces, often
identifying behavioral archetypes. Within these
subspaces we can more accurately understand
and model the multiple behaviors exhibited by
the entities of interest. The idea is not new
[57] but has received scant attention over the
years until now when we are realizing the
need to slice and dice big data in sensible
ways to uncover these multitudes of behavioral
patterns. Today in industry and government
this approach is delivering new models that are
demonstrating surprisingly good results based
on ensembles of thousands of smaller very
different local models.
The challenge here is how to identify the behavioral subspaces within which we build our
models. Instead of building a scaled predictive
model over big data we build a community
of thousands of micro models, which as an
ensemble operate over the whole population.
This is done by understanding and dealing
with the nuances and idiosyncrasies of the
different sub-populations. It is within the much
smaller sub-populations where the predictive
models, for example, are built. The final model
is then the ensemble of individual models applied to each new observation.
A recent successful implementation of this
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approach, deployed in practice, has analyzed
over 2 million observations of 1000 variables
to identify 20,000 such behavioral subspaces.
The subspaces are created using a combination
of cluster analysis and decision tree induction,
and each subspace is described symbolically,
each identifying and representing new concepts. The subspaces can overlap—individual
observations can belong to multiple subspaces
(i.e., a single observation may exhibit multiple
behaviors). For each of the 20,000 subspaces,
micro predictive models can be built, and by
then combining these into an ensemble—using
global optimization of multiple complex objective functions—we deliver an empirically
effective global model, deployed, for example,
to risk score the whole tax paying population
of Australia, as they interact online to lodge
their tax returns.
We can (and no doubt will) continue to
explore new computational paradigms like
in-database analytics to massively scale machine learning and statistical algorithms to big
data. But the big game will be in identifying
and modeling the multiple facets of the variety of behaviors we all individually exhibit,
and share with sizeable sub-populations, over
which the modeling itself will be undertaken.
5.3 Right Time, Real Time, Online
Analytics
The traditional data miner, in practice, has generally been involved in batch-oriented model
building, using machine learning and statistical algorithms. From our massive store of
historical data we use algorithms such as logistic regression, decision tree induction, random
forests, neural networks, and support vector
machines. Once we have built our model(s)
we then proceed to deploy the models. In the
business context we migrate our models into
production. The models then run on new transactions as they arrive, perhaps scoring each
transaction and then deciding on a treatment
for that transaction—that is, based on the score,
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how should the transaction be processed by
our systems?
The process is typical of how data mining is
delivered in many large organizations today,
including government, financial institutions,
insurance companies, health providers, marketing, and so on. In the Australian Taxation
Office, for example, every day a suite of data
mining models risk score every transaction (tax
return) received. The Australian Immigration
Department [4], as another example, has developed a risk model that assesses all passengers when they check-in for their international
flight to Australia (known as Advance Passenger Processing) using data mining models.
Such examples abound through industry and
government.
Today’s agile context now requires more
than this. The larger and older organizations,
world wide, have tended to be much less agile
in their ability to respond to the rapid changes
delivered through the Internet and our datarich world. Organizations no longer have the
luxury of spending a few months building
models for scoring transactions in batch mode.
We need to be able to assess each transaction
as the transaction happens, and to dynamically
learn as the model interacts with the massive
volumes of transactions that we are faced with
as they occur. We need to build models in realtime to respond in real time and that learn and
change their behavior in real-time.
Research in incremental learning is certainly
not new. Incremental learning [15], [46], just-intime or any-time learning [49], and data stream
mining [21] have all addressed similar issues in
different ways over the past decades. There is
now increasing opportunity to capitalize on the
approach. The question continues as to how
we can maintain and improve our knowledge
store over time, and work to forget old, possibly incorrect, knowledge?
The development of dynamic, agile learners
working in real-time—that is, as they interact
with the real world—remain quite a challenge
and will remain a central challenge for our big
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data world.
5.4 Extreme Data Distribution: Privacy and
Ownership
Having considered two intermediate challenges around big data, we now consider a
game-changing challenge. The future holds for
us the prospect of individuals regaining control of their data from the hands of the now
common centralized massive stores. We expect
to see this as an orderly evolution of our
understanding of what is best for society as
we progress and govern our civil society in this
age of big data collection and surveillance and
of its consequent serious risk to privacy.
Data ownership has become a challenging
issue in our data rich world. Data collectors
in the corporate and government spheres are
learning to efficiently collect increasingly larger
holdings of big data. However, with the help
of civil libertarians, philosophers and whistle
blowers, society is gradually realizing the need
for better governance over the collection and
use of data. Recent events like Wikileaks3 and
Edward Snowden4 help to raise the level of
discussion that is providing insight into the
dangers of aggregating data centrally—with
little regard about who owns the data.
We are well-aware of the dangers of single
points of failure—relying on our data held
centrally, as massive datasets, stored securely,
and to be used by the data collectors only
for the benefit of our society, and the individuals of that society. Yet, a single point of
failure will mean that just one flaw or one
breach can lead to devastating consequences
on a massive scale. And with ever more sophisticated methods of attack, it is happening
more frequently. Even without sophistication,
Snowden has demonstrated that simply having
all the data stored in one location increases the
risks significantly, to the detriment of industry,
governments, and society as a whole.
3. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikileaks
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward Snowden
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After identifying risks. we often work towards strategies to mitigate those risks. An
obvious strategy is to recoil from the inherently
insecure centralization of the collection of data.
Personal data need to move back to the individuals to whom the data belongs. We can and
should increasingly collect and retain such data
ourselves, under our control, as individuals,
reducing the overall societal risk.
The services that are so attractive and that
we have come to rely upon, the services provided by Google, Apple, Facebook, and many
other Internet ecosystems, must still be delivered. The corporations can retain their ability
to profit from the data, while the data itself
is retained by the data owners. Under this
future scenario, instead of centralizing all the
computation, we can bring the computation to
intelligent agents running on our own personal
devices and communicating with the service
providers. Business models can still be profitable and users can regain their privacy.
Our personal data will be locked behind
encryption technology, and the individuals will
hold the key to unlock the data as they wish.
The data will be served to our portable smart
devices where it is decrypted and provides
the services (mail, photos, music, instant messaging, shopping, search, web logs, etc.) we
require. The data will be hosted in these
personal encrypted clouds, running on meshnetwork connected commodity smart devices.
We see the beginnings of this change happening now with projects like the Freedom
Box,5 OwnCloud, and the IndieWeb, and the
widespread and massive adoption of powerful
smartphones!
This view of distributed massive data brings
with it the challenge to develop technology and
algorithms that work over an extreme data distribution. How can we distribute the computation over this extreme level of data distribution
and still build models that learn in a big data
context?
5. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FreedomBox
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The challenge of extreme distributed big
data and learning is one that will quickly
grow over the next few years. It will require
quite a different approach to the development
of machine learning, data mining and global
optimization. Compare this approach to how
we might view society functioning through an
ensemble of humans—we are each personally a
store of a massive amount of data and we share
and learn from and use that data as we interact
with the world and with other humans. So
must the learning algorithms of the future.
5.5 Opportunities and Challenges
Identifying key challenges of big data leads
one to question how the future of data collection might evolve over the coming years. As
the pendulum reaches the limit of centralized
massive data collection, in time, and possibly
sooner than we might expect, we will see the
pendulum begin to swing back. It must swing
back to a scenario where we restore data to
the ownership and control of the individuals
about whom the data relates. The data will be
extremely distributed, with individual records
distributed far and wide, just as the data owners are distributed far and wide across our
planet.
With an extreme data distribution we will
be challenged to provide the services we have
come to expect with massive centralized data
storage. Those challenges are surely not insurmountable, but will take considerable research,
innovation, and software development to deliver.
The first challenge presented then becomes
one of appropriately partitioning big data
(eventually massive extreme distributed data),
to identify behavioral groups within which
we learn, and to even model and learn at
the individual level. The second challenge is
to refocus again on delivering learning algorithms that self-learn (or self-modify) in realtime, or at least at the right time, and to do this
online. Finally, how do we deliver this in the
context of extreme data distribution where the
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database records are now distributed far and
wide and are privacy protected, and how we
might deliver learning agents that look after
the interests of their “owner”.
∙

6

W RAP U P

From the data analytics perspectives we have
presented here, there are many new opportunities and challenges brought by big data.
Some of these are not necessarily new, but
are issues that have not received the attention
that they deserve. Here we recall some of the
important/interesting issues:
∙ Data size: On one hand, we develop
“one-pass learning” algorithms that require only one scan of the data with limited storage irrelevant to data size; on
the other hand, we try to identify smaller
partitions of the really valuable data from
the original big data.
∙ Data variety: Data presents itself in varied
forms for a given concept. It is presenting a new notion to learning systems and
computational intelligence algorithm for
classification, where the feature vector is
multi-modal, with structured and unstructured text, and still the notion is to classify
one concept from another. How do we
create a feature vector, and then a learning
algorithm with an appropriate objective
function to learn from such varied data?
∙ Data trust: While data is rapidly and increasingly available, it is also important to
consider the data source and if the data
can be trusted. More data is not necessarily correct data, and more data is not
necessarily valuable data. A keen filter for
the data is a key.
∙ Distributed existence: Owners of different
parts of the data might warrant different
access rights. We must aim to leverage
data sources without access to the whole
data, and exploit them without transporting the data. We will need to pay attention
to the fact that different sources may come

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙
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with different label quality, there may be
serious noise in the data due to crowdsourcing, and the i.i.d. assumption may
not hold across the sources.
Extreme distribution: Taking this idea
even further, the unit-level data may be
what we see as the level of data distribution, as we deal with issues of privacy and
security. New approaches to modeling big
data will be required to work with extreme
distributed data.
Diverse demands: People may have diverse demands whereas the high cost of
big data processing may disable construction of a separate model for each demand.
Can we build one model to satisfy the
various demands? We also need to note
that, with big data, it is possible to find
supporting evidence to any argument we
want; then, how to judge/evaluate our
“findings”?
Sub-Models: Diverse demands might also
relate to diversity of the behaviors that
we are modeling within our application
domains. Rather than one single model
to cover it all, the model will consist of
ensembles of a large number of smaller
models that together deliver better understandings and predictions than the single,
complex model.
Intuition importance: Data is going
to power novel discoveries and actionoriented business insights. It is important
to still attach intuition, curiosity and domain knowledge without which one may
become myopic and fall in the chasm
of “correlation is enough”. Computational
intelligence should be tied with human
intuition.
Rapid model: As the world continues to
“speed up”, decisions need to be made
more quickly because fraudsters can more
quickly find new methods in an agile environment, model building must become
more agile and real-time.
Big optimization: Global optimization al-
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gorithms such as meta-heuristics have
achieved great success in academic research, but have rarely been employed in
industry. One major obstacle is the huge
computational cost required for evaluating the quality of candidate designs of
complex engineering systems. The emerging big data analytic technologies will
remove the obstacle to a certain degree
by reusing knowledge extracted from the
huge amount of high-dimensional, heterogeneous and noisy data. Such knowledge
can also be acquired with new visualization techniques. Big data driven optimization will also play a key role in reconstruction of large-scale biological systems.
∙ Complex optimization: Definition of decision variables, setup of the objectives
and articulation of the constraints are three
main steps in formulating optimization
problems before solving them. For optimization of complex systems, formulation
of the optimization problem itself becomes
a complex optimization problem. The big
data approach might provide us new insights and methodologies for formulating
optimization problems, thus leading to a
more efficient solution.
In closing the discussion, we emphasize that
the opportunities and challenges brought by
big data are very broad and diverse, and it
is clear that no single technique can meet all
demands. In this sense, big data also brings a
chance of “big combination” of techniques and
of research.
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